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 Autodesk Inventor 2016 software introduced a new and exciting way 

to work in multiple CAD programs to accomplish your design needs 

with associative AutoCAD DWGTM software files.  This update to the 

Inventor software core programming has opened more avenues for 

design and workflow methods involving collaboration with outside 

parties as well as in-house layout techniques.  In this class we will 

explore the new functionality in different scenarios involving the 

associative DWGTM.

Class summary
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At the end of this class, you will be able to:
 Understand the connectivity between AutoCAD associative underlays with Inventor

 Learn how to develop parts and features from existing AutoCAD drawings

 Learn how to create assembly relationships based on AutoCAD geometry

 Learn how to use underlays for layout purposes in Inventor

Key learning objectives
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 2015 and earlier

 Import once and done

 Tedious import window

 Updates have to be recreated

 2016

 Legacy import still exists

 More robust toolset

 Geometry can be updated (link)

Associative AutoCAD Underlays



Meet Bob the Business Cat

 What He Needs to Know
 Workflows

 Internal

 External

 Stability

 Utilizing the Underlay

 Modeling

 Layout

 Vault

 Copy Design

 Difference from Factory

 Is it ready right meow?

 Background
 Consultant Since 2011

 Enjoys afternoon power naps

 Has caught the red dot

 Father invented the mousetrap

 Motto “Catnip is for closers!”



Workflows Involving 

AutoCAD Linked Geometry
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 Working with Vendors

 Not everyone lives in 3D

 Vendors sending updates in 2D form

 Internal Updates

 Document of record is the AutoCAD 

drawing file

 Collaboration between teams with 

different skill sets

Associative AutoCAD Workflows



 Layout Planning

 Create 3D layouts from 2D plans

 Use existing models and create 

new ones

 Complex Geometry

 Quickly reuse complex shapes

 Reduce modeling time for legacy 

parts in the conversion process

Associative AutoCAD Workflows



AutoCAD DWG Stability and 

Import Preparedness
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Using an Underlay to Create Geometry

What makes a good 

candidate for an 

underlay in Inventor?

How can I mitigate 

improper updates 

and geometry 

changes?



 Inventor Modeling where ACAD file is still active

 Files that only receive minor updates

 Holes, Fillet, Chamfers, etc

 Files that are details of parts and not entire assemblies

 Some designs store the entire detail set in one file

 WBLOCK them out to their own files or ensure proper layer control

 Layout Purposes

 General Arrangements that properly use X-refs

 Layouts where most 3D models are already available

Using an Underlay to Create Geometry



 Origin

 The location of the AutoCAD origin is important

 Moving is ill-advised after an underlay is created

 Geometry

 Avoid overlapping geometry

 Modification of geometry is crucial

 Do NOT delete, modify!

 Polyline objects (only stretch)

 Grip Editing / Properties

 PEDIT and EXPLODE afterwards = bad

AutoCAD DWG Stability and Preparedness



 Layers

 Remove garbage layers

 Adjust layer states for geometry

 Layer changes do not affect Inventor underlays

 Blocks

 Exploding blocks = problems

 External References

 DWF/PDF/DGN Underlays are not supported

 Detaching, unloading, or binding causes problems

AutoCAD DWG Stability and Preparedness



 Appending CAD Standards

 Informational blocks

 Complete documentation

 How to prepare the file

 When to use

 What to use

 How to use

 How to maintain

 How to update

AutoCAD DWG Stability and Preparedness



Demonstration

AutoCAD Preparedness



Attaching and Controlling an 

AutoCAD Underlay
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Using an Underlay to Create Geometry

How is the AutoCAD 

underlay brought 

into Inventor?

How can I control its 

visibility, location, 

and updates?



 General Process

 Import

 File location is key

 New command

 Translate

 Adjust the location and rotation

 Visualize

 Adjust Layers

 Manage Updates

 Control the propagation of changes

Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay



 Import

 Create a new part file and save

 Choose the IMPORT command

 Ensure the AutoCAD file is in your .ipj search paths

 Choose a plane and origin to place the underlay

 Choose origin or work planes

 Usually the origin will be part origin

Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay



 Translate

 Adjust location and rotation based on reference points (planar)

 Snap To is not associative to chosen geometry

 Consider helper geometry (not everything is selectable)

Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay



 Visualize

 Toggle layers on and off

 Layer Visibility controls all occurrences

Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay



 Manage Updates

 Break Link – permanent suppression of 

updates to the underlay

 Great for moving forward

 Retiring the AutoCAD file

 Suppress Link – temporary suppression 

of updates to the underlay

 When the integrity of the update is in 

question or to otherwise mitigate 

orphaned geometry

Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay



Demonstration

Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay



Using an Underlay to Create 

Geometry in Inventor
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Using an Underlay to Create Geometry

How do I use an 

underlay once it is 

in Inventor?

What about multiple 

orientations?



 Choices

 Directly reference geometry for profiles

 Known issues with Origin changes

 Faster Geometry creation

 Only reference sizing through driven dimensions

 No issues with Origin changes

 More arduous process

 Creates more traditional history

 Combination

 Logically use both methods for faster creation

Using an Underlay to Create Geometry



 Directly reference geometry for profiles

 New Project Geometry option in 2016

 Multiple Selection Methods

 Single 

 Loop

 Block

Using an Underlay to Create Geometry



 General Dimension

 Use to create reference dimensions

 Turn off warning to reduce clicks

 Keep it organized

 Rename Dimensions

 Utilize in Modeling

Using an Underlay to Create Geometry



 Multiple Underlays

 Needed if projecting on different orientations

 Only 1 Underlay file per Inventor Part

 Derived Parts do not propagate underlays

 Again, the location of the ACAD underlay is not associative!

Using an Underlay to Create Geometry



Demonstration

Using an Underlay to Create Geometry



Using AutoCAD Underlays 

as a Layout Reference
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Using AutoCAD Underlays as Layout References

How can I use 

the underlay for 

space planning

How do I add my 

equipment to the 

underlay?



 Must Exist as a Part first

 Cannot be placed in a sketch in IAM

 Relationships will recognize the underlay

 Joint and Constrain (consider helper geometry)

Using AutoCAD Underlays as Layout References



 Creating New Components

 Create New Component

 Choose a Plane

 Project DWG Geometry as needed

 Adaptive and updatable

 Fixed and not updatable

 Be careful about selections

Using AutoCAD Underlays as Layout References



 Making it easier

 Build a block library in AutoCAD of Inventor Views

 Maintain source files if adding to a Tool Palette

 Use Redefine in AutoCAD to force updates from Inventor

Using AutoCAD Underlays as Layout References



Demonstration

ACAD Underlays as Layout References



Associative Underlays: 

Other Notables
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Associative Underlays: Other Notables

How do underlays 

work with Vault?

Can I use my 

underlays inside 

Inventor drawings?



 Autodesk Vault

 Underlay is seen as a child

 Ensure proper folder structure

 Copy Design can copy or reuse

Associative Underlays: Other Notables



 Inventor Drawing usage

 Use standard “Get Model Sketches”

 Only Projected DWG will appear

 Underlay will not appear in tree

 Toggle Visibility – Display Reference

 Doesn’t work well for Layouts

 Only way to appear is to Project everything!

Associative Underlays: Other Notables



Demonstration

Other Notables



AutoCAD Underlays vs. 

Inventor Factory Layouts
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AutoCAD Underlays vs. Inventor Factory Layouts

What’s the difference 

between AutoCAD 

underlays and Factory 

Design overlays?



 Factory Design Suite (FDS) adds additional tools 

called Factory Design Utilities to AutoCAD, Inventor 

and Navisworks.

 Factory layouts are loaded right into the assembly 

Inventor and AutoCAD are bidirectional with FDS 

using a sync button

 FDS has local and crowd sourced cloud libraries 

and linked blocks

 Inventor Factory has additional geometry snaps for 

factory assets for quick assembly placement
 Snap to… Floor, Grid, Sketch, Connectors, Surface, Vertex or 

Edge, DWG overlay, trail lines, and point clouds.

AutoCAD Underlays vs. Inventor Factory Layouts



Summary
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 What did Bob learn about this technology?
 AutoCAD Underlays can aid with internal and external workflows

 The Stability of the AutoCAD DWG is important to any workflow

 AutoCAD Underlays can be used to create new geometry

 AutoCAD Underlays can be used for layout purposes

 There are distinct functional differences in Factory Design Suite

 Autodesk Data Management software can handle underlays

 Viability for use…depends on your needs and purrr-ocess

Bob’s Takeaways



 Via the Survey Stations, email or mobile device.

 AU 2016 passes awarded daily!

 Give your feedback after 

each session.

 Give instructors feedback 

in real-time.

Be heard! Provide AU session feedback.
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Forget to take notes? No problem!

After AU visit:

AutodeskUniversity.com

Click on My AU to find:

 Class Recordings

 Presentations

 Handouts

All of your sessions will be there 

to enjoy again and again.
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